
SCANIA INTERLINK USER MANUAL ( LJI5520) 

 

Keys – Two buttons on the fob biggest button locks the coach smallest button 

unlocks the coach. 

Getting in – the coach has central locking for doors only (lockers will need 

locking manually).  To open the door there is two buttons on the door the 

lowest one will open the door the highest one will shut the door. Once open 

bear in mind the middle door will also open.  

Power – Power switch is located to the right of the steering wheel lightning 

symbol. 

Heat / Climate control – there are four dials to the left of the steering wheel to 

control the temperature. Any adjustments that are made can be seen on the 

small screen above the dials. For a quick breakdown summary push, the Back 

arrow button to give detailed info.  

1st Dial is cabin (Driver) temp control twist left for cold right for heat  

2nd Dial is for fan direction. 

3rd Dial is fan speed twist left for less speed right for more. 

4th Dial is passenger temp control, same function as 1st dial. 

Microphones – two fitted one is in the dash lift switch on and it should just 

come on driver mic is on a separate switch to the right of the driver seat. (See 

chart) 

Boiler – to top up boiler open rear nearside locker door here you will find a 

wheeled water storage container please remove hose connection before 

taking off the coach to top up and be sure to reconnect once fitted back in the 

coach. Back onboard the coach ensure switch is on (see chart) go to the middle 

and push the silver button located near the tap hot water will slowly start to 

feed through may take some time to heat up. Issues sometimes the pipes can 

get air locks go back to the locker disconnect hose and blow into them to try 

and eliminate any air locks. 

Boiler Winter Prep – to prevent damage in winter due to cold weather please 

drain the boiler. Unclip the hose connector in the locker then go back inside to 

drain the water until empty. 



Toilet – (Square key needed) locker near the middle door, once opened three 

black switches with symbols on one with picture of toilet and water droplet is 

the toilet drop button once pushed it will open for two minutes it will then 

need pushing again once empty to shut ensure its shut as toilet inside won’t 

flush if not shut. Topping up the toilet requires hose connectors. Attach hose 

to pipe required (watering can, and hands is tap /sink top up) (watering can 

and WC is flush water top up) to allow water to flow small black lever needs to 

be turned to allow flow. Detailed instructions can be found on the locker door 

when you open it. 

Batteries – they are in the front offside locker, held on by a large bolt unscrew 

thread then batteries will slide out for ease of use.  

Fuses – most of the fuses are in the front nearside locker once opened they are 

inside on the left behind a panel. Some others are in with the batteries. 

Spare Bulbs- front nearside locker on left as you open locker 

Oil/ water/coolant – oil water and coolant are in the main locker as well as 

winter kit. 

Spare belts –  

Triangle-  

 

 

1.Menu monitor 

2.Tacho 

3.radio 

4.DVD player 

5.Driver temp control 

6.Air flow direction 

7.Fan speed 

8. Pax temp control 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  9.Tracker                                                        21. Night light 

 10. Door reset                                                22. Ferry lift (up/down) 

 11. Assist reset                                               23. Kneel/ferry lift reset (up) 

 12. Front door    

13. Middle door 

14.  interior lights rear (down for bright up for dim) 

15. interior lights front (down for bright up for dim)  

16. Reading lights (up for all on and down for if pax want them on) 

17. Front door light.                                              

 18. Overhead Driver Light 

19. Hill assist               

20. Reverse beep off. 



 

24. Front fogs 

25. Rear fogs 

26. High Beam 

27. Fuel heating switch 

28. White smoke limiter switch (press the side with mark of the rocker 

switch to start the white smoke limiter) 

29. Lights 

30. Hazards 

31. Traction control 

32. Power switch 

33. Mirror toggle 

 

 



 

 

34. Cruise control                                                     39. Sun blind 

35. manual regeneration of particulate filter     40. Boiler  

36. Light check sequence                                        41. Fridge 

37. Mirror demist                                                     42. Toilet 

38. Handbrake                                                           43. Stop light off switch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

44. Steering wheel adjustment (on the steering wheel column) 

45. Cruise control 

46. Hill assist breaking 

  



 

  



 


